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SUMARY The primary purposes of this research is to detrmine the difer­ences betwen non-work activites developed from memomotion film on the one hand, and on the other the non-work activites developed from a con­curent systematic interval study, a systematic sampling of the film, and a random sampling of the film for significance. The activites of eight workers wer  filmed for an eight-our period with a memomotion camera operating at a rate o f 25 frames per minute. During the same period, a systematic interval study, using two minute intervals, was made to provide a basi  for comparison. Systematic and random sampling of the film provided the other two methods. Replica­tion was provided by the eight workers in the study. Two aproaches wer  made to analyze the dat  gatherd in this experiment. One technique was that of comparing the variabilties of the methods by using the F test (Snedecor's varince ratio). Corbo­ration of the results was detrmined by the use of Cochran's test for homogeneity. The other technique was that of ranking the experimental methods against the control or standard method. The results from this non-parmetric technique wer  coroborated by the use of contigency tables and the Chi Square statistic whic  tests for the godnes of fit. Based on the results of the statistical analysi  of the dat  of this research and within the experimental limitations, the general con­clusions reached wer  as follws 2 1. The variabilties betwen the operators wer  not signifcant. 
2, The sampling methods varied signifcantly. 
viii 
3 . The systematic sampling of the film duplicated the true per­
centage distribution of the standard more closely than did 
the other two methods. 
The systematic sampling of the film every two minutes ade­
quately defined the non-work occurences. 
5 . The random sampling of the film did not compare as wel with 
the true percentage distribution of the standard as did the 
systematic sampling method. 
6 . The manual systematic interval study was the least accurate 
of all the methods under consideration. 
2 7 . The quantiative results from the x test of the contigency 
tables coroborated the results derived from the ranking 
technique. 
It is recommended that further research be undertaken to ascertain the 
minum rate of the systematic sample of the film to adequately define 
the non-work activities, that an economic balnce be sought between the 
interval rate and cost of film versus the cost of the engineer performing 
a comparble interval study, and that this study be expanded and repeated 
so that the results can be tested more rigorously than was possible 
within the universe of this experiment. 
CHAPTER I 
ILTEROLUCTION Staement of the Problem The purpose of this thesi  is to compare and evaluate statisticaly the use of memomotion film for analyzing non-work activites with three other sampling .methods I a concurent systematic interval study, a sys­tematic sampling of the film, and a random sampling of the film. Definition of Allowances In the establishment of work standards, there are ocurences whic  interfere with the production of an operator. To identify these ocurences and to detrmine how much allowance should be made for them is the task of the industrial engineer. Allowances, then, are addition of time to acount for these ocurences. Aple (l) also states that allowances wil contiue to be a problem in the establishment of work standards as long as we have these interfering ocurences. He further states that the solution of the problem of derived allowances has, in the past, ben unscientific and open to question, that allowances are frequently arived at in a slip­shod maner, and that they are even used, as a "catch-al" for any erors or difculties whic  arise In the detrmination of the work standard. Concuring with Apple, Shaw (2) admonishes the engineer to care­fuly avoid making allowances as "convenient dumping ground*" Uhrbrock (3) neatly summed it al up when he stated, ". . s time study, as a 
2 'science' reaches its lowest eb  in the mater of allowances." The detrmination (direct measurement) of these allowances is dificult. Since the time of Taylor*s inception of time study in l88l, industrial engineers have ben concerned with obtainig truly represen­tative allowances to cover these interfering ocurences (K). 
The Need for Allowances The literature is ful of examples citng the ned for allowances. God Industrial engineering practie demands that any legitimate delay, interuption, or malfunction of equipment be acounted for in the estab­lishment of job standards (5). Taylor (6), in 1883, realized the ned for allowances and he obtained them by lengthy time studies. This aproach is much the same as in Curley's article in the Taylor Society Buletin in 195  (L) > except that Curley proposed that contiuous time studies be used as a basi  for allowances. In The Handbok of Advanced Time Motin Study (8) Sylvester ads the ratio-delay technique to the above two methods, although it was his opinion that the summariston of past time studies was the most practi­cable procedure. Nadler and Denholm (9) indicate the ratio-delay tech­nique may produce more acurate results than contiuous time studies because the ratio-delay study is applied over a much longer period of time. Their opinions are shared by Petro (lO), although for a diferent reason: the worker is not under presure due to a stopwatch. Mundel (l) ads a special motin picture technique called memo-motin, along with ratio-delay studies and all-day production studies. One writer apeared to be more concerned with the elimination of the causes for allowances than their detrmination (12). 
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On the other hand, a presentation of the ned for corect and fair 
allowances was made by Bellows (13) at the National Motin and Time Study 
Clinic in 19^5. Among the reasons cited by Bellows wer  these: low 
allowances are detrimental to employees' morale, and high allowances are 
actualy a gift to the employe  and constiute a direct cost to manage­
ment. He further stated that low allowances caused production to sufer, 
since they tended to reduce the workers' incentive to produce. 
The Determination of Allowances 
Judgment 
Experience, precedence, tradition, and bargaining are all "judg­
ment" type methods for setting allowances. One might even add the 
"guesstimate" method under this classification, since all these methods 
arbitrarily set a percentage addition of time to convert a normalized 
time into a standard time. Surprisingly enough, these methods are still 
being used, partly because of the cost that production studies would 
entail, partly because of emergency, and partly because of a shortage 
of personnel (l4)« It is self-evident that the use of these methods is 
very inexpensive. However, the inaccuracy that is inherent In these 
methods might cause them to be the most expensive. It is the writer's 
opinion that these methods wer  primarily responsible for the statement 
made by Uhrbrock (3) that ". . „ time study, as a 'science1 reaches its 
lowest eb  in the mater of allowances." 
Although time studies are thoroughly covered in the literature, 
the determination of allowances from time studies is generaly "glossed 
over" and other techniques for this determination are refered to. Both 
Carson and Barnes (15, l6), for example, Immediately refer to al-day 
studies (production studies) and delay studies (ratio-delay studies). 
Curley wrote that, to determine allowances from time studies, the time 
studies must be completely detailed by taking into account every single 
work element and delay element, whether the delay element was or was not 
necessary, and carefully recording it . Sufficient studies would have to 
be made so that different operators could be checked against each other 
and all representative delays would be covered. Allowances (excluding 
fatigue and personal) would then become a matter of record and the need 
for judgment and experience would be largely eliminated (17) •• 
Production Studies 
Other names for production studies are "interruption" or "all-
day" studies, Carson stated that, although the study is very simple to 
take, it is rather tedious because the observer starts at the beginning 
of the work day and keeps a record of the time for each and every delay 
that occurs, at the same time recording the productive time separately. 
This procedure is followed daily, sometimes for weeks, so that all the 
possible delays and interruptions will be encountered and recorded. 
Usually, sufficient information can be gathered in the course of ten 
working days to calculate reasonable allowances. Unfortunately, the 
length of this study does make it rather expensive, and many companies 
have neither the money nor the personnel to undertake such a study (l8)„ 
Another disadvantage of this method is its unpredictable accuracy. More­
over, no theoretical basis for establishing the length of any given study 
has been developed (19). 
5 Systematic Interval Studies 
Studies which are a combination of production studies and ratio-
delay studies are caled non-random systematic sampling studies. By 
this method, sample observations are taken at regular intervals (for 
example, every two minutes) during the course of the study, The observed 
activity or non-activity is recorded in the same fashion as if it wer  a 
ratio-delay study. This method has the advantage of simplicity in plan­
ning the observer's work. Also, it faciltates the programming of several 
diferent studies to be conducted over the same period, that Is, several 
jobs may be observed during a single observational trip. As god as this 
method may be, there is a signifcant disadvantage should there be a 
regular patern or a cyclical behavior of the elments or activities 
being studied. Should these conditons exist, then this method may in­
troduce a signifcant bias into the estimate (20). 
Work Sampling (Ratio-Delay) Studies 
Originated by Tippet in 1927 to improve upon subjective proce­
dures used in establishing delay allowances, the ratio-delay method has 
received widespread recogniton since its introduction into the United 
States by Morw (2l) . In brief, this method involves the taking of 
instantaneous observations, the conversion of these observations into 
ratios of the day's work, and hence, into developed percentages of time 
spent for each class of elments or activities that was under observa­
tion. 
The acuracy of an estimate obtained from this method is dependent 
on the control and execution of the study procedure, wheras precision 
is controled by the number of observations taken (22). 
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In 1952, Waddell, Editor of Factory Management and Maintenance, changed the name of this method to "work sampling" to stimulate interest in the broader aspects of this technique (23). Barnes (2̂4-), at the 12th Anual Management Engineering Confernce in 1957- summed the aspects of work sampling into two main uses: (l) work sampling may be used for mea­suring activity and delays, and (2) under certain cirumstances, it may be used to measure manual tasks, that is, to establish a time standard for an operation. Many concerns such as Eastman Kodak Company, Johns-Manville, Atlantic Refinig Company, and others have demonstraed the value of measuring work by this method. The industrial engineers of Johns-Manville, upon the completion of their first application, reported as follws (23) J "The use of work sampling for wave incentive applications is almost wholly without limit ..." Motin Picture Studies Clases of Motin Pictures«̂-The method of motin pictures studies repre­sents the most detailed and acurate procedure for gathering information. When a synchronous motr drives the camera, time values for individual motins, elments, or cycles may be detrmined by converting frame counts in time in terms of the sped of the camera (26). The use of the motin-picture camera can be divided into two main classes: (l) those applications wher  the camera sped is normal (l6 frames per second) or faster than normal, and (2) those applications in whic  the camera sped is slower than normal (time-lapse applications). The usual applications for normal camera speds or faster than normal camera speds are in the field of motin study, micromotin study, and motin study research. For slower than normal speds, the applications 
7 are in the fields of long operation cycles, iregular cycles, crew activites, and studies of long duration. These slower than normal sped techniques are refered to as time-lapse studies or memomotion studies (27). Normal sped is 16 frames per second or 9̂0 frames per minute. However, for industrial engineering techniques, this sped is increased to 100 frames per minute, therby making each frame equivalent to 0.01 minute. Film taken with slower than normal speds is usually made at speds of 50, 60, or 10  frames per minute. This does not, however, preclude the possibilites of taking film at even much slower speds, such as 10 frames per minute or even one frame per minute. For special applications even slower speds than these are occasionally used, such as one frame every 10 minutes (28). Motin pictures present many advantages and, in some cases, are the only way of obtainig a god analysi. Work whic  requires large crews is almost imposible to analyze otherwise. Some of the advantages of motin pictures are as follws (29)5 1, Permits greater detailing than eye observation. 2, 'Permits the analysi  of details away from the work area, 3, Provides greater convenice for study. k. Provides greater acuracy of times. 5. Provides beter training aids. 6. Provides a positive record. 7. Provides an excellnt meanf  of evaluating methods changes through the use of "before and "after" films. 8. Provides an acurate portayal of simultaneity. Ther  are two special phases of studies taken by motin pictures: micromotin studies and memo-motin studies. Although both techniques wer  originated by the G-ilbreths, the term "memomotion" study, for this form of micromotin study, was sugestd by Mundel (30). 
8 Micromotin Studies.—Briefly, micromotin study involves taking motin 
pictures with a timing device in the picture or with a motin picture 
camera operating at a constant and known speed for the purpose of job 
analysis. It is also used: 1. As an aid in studying the activities of two or more persons on group work, 2 . As an aid in studying the relationship of the activities of the operator and the machine. 3 . As a means of timing operations. h. As an aid in obtaining motin-time dat  for synthetic time standards, 5« As a permanent record of the method and time of activities of the operator and the machine. 6. For research in the field of motin and time study, 
However, its main use is to assist in finding the most eficient 
method of doing work. When an operation for micromotin study is 
filmed, the camera speed Is normal unless the operation involves very 
fast and/or complex hand motions. Then speeds faster than normal are 
used to provide greater coverage, Due to the speeds used in taking 
micromotin film, large amounts of filiri are exposed in relatively short 
periods of time, and "unless allowances are to he detrmined within cycles 
of short, highly complex hand motins, allowances are almost never deter­
mined from micromotin studies (3l) . 
Memomotin Studies.—Memomotin studies wer  developed to analyze long 
work cycles and to analyze work which requires several people to work 
together (32) . Other uses for memomotin are the studies of iregular 
cycles and the recording of picture histories of methods and working 
conditons, Memomotin has in additon to most of the advantages of 
micromotin two important advantages: greatly reduced film costs, and 
film analysis time. When projected at normal speeds, hours of filmed 
activity can be reduced to minutes of viewing time, so that one receives 
9 a rapid view of the efectiveness of layout, machines, manpower, or 
material usage, and an exaggeration of the actual losses. 
In the analysis of a memomotin film, the film is first reviewed 
to obtain the concept of suitable elments. Then, by the use of a pro­
jector with a frame counter and a special worksheet (a breakdown sheet 
for each element), the activities of each operator are analyzed frame 
by frame. A frame count is maintained on each elment per operator. 
After the first operator is analyzed, the procedure is repeated on the 
second operator until each has ben analyzed. The dat  is then summarized 
as desired (33). 
In the mater of allowances, the elmental breakdown sheet wil 
contain each type of delay that is under consideration, A summation of 
occurences of each type of delay multiplied by the equivalent time value 
of each frame, the product of which is then divided by the total time 
spent in the filmed activity, wil result in, when multiplied by 100, 
the percentage of occurence for each type of delay in that activity. 
In formula form, this is 
io D = & A \ ^ x 10  , (3*0 
wher  £A = the sum of the number of frames in which the delay under consideration occurs, 
B = the equivalent time per frame, 
C = the total number of frames of the filmed study, and 
D = the delay elment under consideration. 
Experimental Procedures 
In 1950 Dwyer worked on a technique with Lehrer that pointed 
10 out the usefulness of a motion picture camera, activated for short runs 
at regular intervals, for the collection of certain types of data, This 
work led to further exploration by Pickett (35) as outlined below. 
Instead of using regular intervals, Pickett incorporated the 
ratio-delay technique by taking single frame exposures at random intervals 
while taking a simultaneous, visual ratio-delay study for comparison, 
Although his results were negative since the two studies did not satis­
factorily agree, his work led to the findings by Tolbert (36) later on, 
Tolbert was of the opinion that a single frame exposure did not 
provide enough Information regarding the actual study of the operation 
in question. Using a concurrent all-day production study for comparison, 
the results of Tolbert (37), subject to the limitations of his study, 
demonstrated the feasibility of using a photographic ratio-delay tech­
nique when several frames were exposed at random intervals. 
A review of these experimental methods, together with previous 
experience in the use of memomotion studies and systematic interval 
studies, led this writer into the investigation of determining whether 
allowances set by various types of sampling methods would agree with 
those determined from a memomotion film. 
CHAPTER II 
PROCEDURE 
Description of Procedure 
Introduction.—In the conversion of normalized time values Into standard 
time values, allowances must be aded for personal needs, fatigue, and 
delays. It is very difficult to detrmine accurately the direct measure­
ment of these allowances, In many cases an allowance is the result of 
company policy, or judgement based on long experience, or precedence, 
or even tradition. In some *cases certain allowances may appear in union 
contracts, and in still other cases, the individual time study engineer 
may resort to his own judgment in seting the amount. 
For a particular operation, the time consumed in a work day in 
various non-productive activities can be estimated by special studies 
employing interuption studies, work sampling studies, systematic inter­
val studies, and motin picture studies. 
Al of these methods are either very expensive or time-consuming. 
Both the interuption study and the systematic interval study (beter 
known as non-random systematic sampling at regular intervals) require 
the presence of an engineer throughout the course of the study. Work 
sampling studies, when conducted over a protracted period of time, do 
not require the constant presence of an engineer, only during those times 
when the engineer must take his readings„ Motin pictures are expensive, 
yet their cost can be considerably decreased through the application of 
a special technique known as memomotin. 
12 To determine the required allowances, one must use one or more of 
these techniques, unless the amounts of these allowances have been set by 
one or more of the previously mentioned systems. 
Thus the basic problem is how these allowances can be determined 
accurately and inexpensively. 
Since the first three^methods essentially require the constant 
presence of an engineer, the solution apparently lies with the use of 
motion pictures. Therefore, the following study was designed to test the 
use of motion pictures, using memomotion techniques with appropriate adap­
tations from the systematic interval type of study and the work sampling 
type of study. 
Memomotion Study.—A memomotion camera having a speed of 25 frames per 
minute was used to record the activities of eight men fabricating a 
series of small assemblies during a normal eight-hour period. This film 
was used as a control to determine the various non-productive activities 
that occurred during this eight-hour period. Two systematic interval 
studies, conducted by two engineers, were to be taken concurrently with 
the film on each of the eight men under observation. An unfortunate 
incident occurred during the evening prior to the filming which pre­
cluded the taking of one of the systematic interval studies„ A replace­
ment for this engineer was unobtainable on such short notice, and the 
postponement of this filming was impossible. As a result, only one sys­
tematic interval study was taken. 
Systematic Interval Study.—The Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Marietta, 
Georgia, uses a systematic interval study for the determination of time 
standards of long cycle operations, crew activity, irregular cycles, and 
1? for allowances. The method consists of recording (and rating when used 
for time standards) the activities of several operators at two-minute 
intervals. Having been known as production delay studies and multI-
minute studies, they are now called time delay studies. The activities 
that are recorded in these time delay studies are coded. For this 
thesis, such a study was conducted during the filming to compare the 
results of these two studies. 
The coding for the various work and non-work elements is listed 
"below. The elemental breakdown for "work" activities is not included 
for these findings, since this thesis Is concerned solely with the 
non-work elements. 
Work Elements I 
Therblig Code 
Ass emble (A) A 
Bolt . , , * • • « « « • • * « * (A) B 
Complete (aside completed part) , (KL & RL) C 
Clean-up . . . . « • • . , . » . (A) CU 
Drill and burr . . . . . . . . . (A) D 
Load and unload jig „ (A) LJ 
Obtain parts or blueprints . „ , (A) OP 
Sort and unwrap parts (A) P 
Rivet (A) R 
Set-up . » « , < . < , , . . . . , (A) SU 
Tool, get and return (A) T 
Wire, safety wire parts . , , „ , (A) W 
Non-Work Elements i 
Crowding (AD) CR 
This element occurs when an 
operator is forced to stop 
working due to interference 
by another worker„ 
Non-Work Elements (Continued)! Therblig 
First Aid ...... (UD) This elment occurs when an operator Is Injured and has to leave the work area to obtain treatment. 
Idle ......... (AD) This elment occurs when an operator is waitng for help from another worker who Is not yet ready with his part in the work. Indirect Labor . . . . . . . . . (UD) This elment occurs when an operator Is contacted by . supervision and is stopped In the performance of his work. Looking for Equipment or Tools . (s) This elment occurs when an operator Is looking for jigs, tools, and other equipment. 
Looking for Parts ........ (S) This elment occurs when an operator is searching for MSP (manufactured smal parts) in the MSP bins, for parts he had placed on his work bench, or In his tool box. Lost Time . . . * , • « , . . . . (AD) This elment occurs when an operator stops work t to walk or talk, make motins to simulate work, or completely for no reason at all. 
Personal Time . » • » * • « * . » (AD) This elment occurs when an operator stops work to satisfy personal needs. 
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Non-Work Elements (Continued) 
systematic interval study. Thus the film frame and the systematic 
Therbligs Code 
Study Prints (Pn) SP 
This element occurs when an 
operator stops work to study 
a blueprint after the set-up 
element includes sufficient 
time for the worker to get 
familiar with the prints. 
Union Activities . , (AD) U 
This element occurs when, as 
a union representative, the 
operator stops to discuss 
union matters with other 
workers, to investigate activ­
ities that have union conno­
tations. This code is assigned 
to the union representative only, 
A time standards engineer, along with the writer filling in for 
relief, conducted the systematic Interval study on eight operators in 
the morning and on six operators in the afternoon, using the above 
symbols for the work and non-work elements, The Interval used for this 
study was two minutes. 
Systematic Sampling of the Film.--Using a frame counter, two systematic 
sampling studies were developed from the film: 
1, M^, a systematic sample using every 50th frame starting 
with Frame No. 50, 
2. M^, a systematic sample using every 50th frame starting 
with Frame No, 25, 
The reasons for selecting these two methods are as follows: The 
systematic interval study was made at two-minute intervals. The memo-
motion film was taken at 25 frames per minute„ Therefore, every 50th 
frame on the film was the equivalent to the two-minute interval of the 
lb interval study coincided and a direct comparison was possible betwen the two methods, Furthermore, the manual method was started on the even minute interval (7:00, 7:02, 7:04 . . ,). and Frame No, 50 was also taken at 7*02. The second systematic sample, M̂, was deliberately chosen to fal exactly betwen the frames chosen in the first sample to eliminate any possible dependency that two or more frames might have, should these frames be sucesive. In addition, sincê  these frames of both samples are at constant intervals, the addition of al the frames of the first method and of the second method wil provide for a third sample, &L, consitng of a systematic frame sample of every 25th frame. Should this method prove to be economical as wel as acurate for detrminig the necesary allowances from non-productive work ele­ments, then a memomotion film, taken at this rate of one frame per every two minutes, could be substitued for those films whic  are taken at higher rates of sped with a considerable saving of film. Random Sampling of the Film.—Using a frame counter, two random sampling studies wer  developed from the film: 
Before the sample size can be detrmined, an estimate of the per­centage ocurence of the non-work activites must be made. Since the film was taken at the Lockhed Aircraft Corporation, Marieta, Georgia on Lockhed employes, a value of 10 per cent was arbitrarily selcted as being representative of the value that is used by Lockhed. With this value, the sample size can be detrmined from the follwing formula: 
1, Mi , a random sample of 50  frames. rando  sample of 50. frames . 
1? 
Sp - zjj&ir^ , (38) 
wher  S = desired relative acuracy, p « percentage ocurence of the non-work activity, being measured, expresed as a decimal, that is, 10$ - 0.10, N « total number of random readings (sample size). Using a confidence level of 95 per cent and an acuracy of plus or minus 10 per cent, the required number of readings (N) from the above formula is 3600. Since eight workers wer  under observation, each frame wil yield eight readings. Therefore, 36O  readings divided by eight observations per reading yields 450 observations. To faciltate computaions and to ; 1 vid a im rgj 1 foi error, Instead . / obs< rvations, 50  wer  taken* For comparisons, the two samples, and M̂, wer  combined and coded as Mg. The Operations Worker Identifcation.-Eight employes wer  coverd by the film and the systematic interval study. As an aid for future explorations of the film, each worker was identifed by his apearnce and maner of dres  „ They are as follws1 Worker A - Located at Table No„ 1, this worker is wearing a plaid, short-sleeved shirt over very dark trousers. He Is teamed with Worker B„ Worker B - Located at Table No. 1, this worker is wearing a white, verticaly striped short-sleeved sport shirt tucked into very light trousers„ He is teamed with Worker A. Worker C - Located at Table No. 2, this worker is wearing a black, short-sleeved sport shirt tucked into light colred trousers. He is working along but is aided on ocasion by Worker H. 
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Located at Tfeble Ko. 3 , this worker is dressed in 
very light clothes covered by a knee-length, bib-
front, black apron. He is teamed with Worker E. 
Located at Table No, 3 , this worker is wearing a 
black, short-sleeved sport shirt tucked into very 
dark trousers. He is teamed with Worker D. 
Located at Table No. 4, this worker is wearing a 
Navy-type, white "tee" shirt and dark trousers 
covered by a short white apron that reaches halfway 
to his knees. He is teamed with Worker G. 
Located at Table No. k, this worker is wearing a 
white, short-sleeved sport shirt tucked Into very 
light trousers. He is teamed with Worker P. 
Located at Table No. 5, this worker is wearing a 
Navy-type, white "tee" shirt tucked into light 
trousers. There is a drill press mounted on this 
table. He is working alone, but assists Worker C 
on occasion, 
• 
The three other employees found in most of the frames are the 
three time study engineers who assisted the writer in the data collection 
for this thesis. They are identified as " x " , V , and "Z" in the accom­
panying photograph (Figure l) as well as the eight workers above. 
The Workplace Layout.—The work benches were laid out in lines, back to 
back. For this study, two lines of two benches each were taken as well 
as a fifth bench in a third line. Figure 1 Illustrates this pattern. 
The Camera and Set-up,--The camera used was a Keystone Criterion, l6mm, 
Model A-9, Georgia Tech No. 17, which had been modified by a synchronous 
motor to take memomotion pictures at the rate of 25 frames per minute. 
The exposure rate was l/30 second and the lens was rated at f3*5« Since 
the brightness measured 5 in Weston units, an Eastman Tri-X negative film 
was chosen. Positive prints were made from the developed negative. The 
camera was mounted on a tripod, the tripod having been elevated by a 








floor level, thereby placing the camera at an elevation of some 14 feet 
above the floor level* In acordance with the built-in range finder in 
the camera, the hydraulic lift was moved away from the work benches until 
all five benches wer  properly framed. Figure 2 ilustrates the camera 
layout from two viewpoints, plan and elevation. 
Filming the Operations.-The"total working period covered by film started 
at 7:00 A.M. and terminated at 3°^5 P.M. of the same day* During the 
course of the day, there wer  two break periods: 9*30 A„M„ to 9 thO A.M., 
and 2:00 P.M. to 2:10 P,M„, as wel as a lunch period from 11:30 A.M. to 
12:15 P.M. The break periods and the lunch period separated the day into 
four clearly identifed working periods. 
The capacity of the camera was 100 feet of film. At forty 16 m  
frames per foot, 100 feet of film is equivalent to 4000 frames. Of the 
four working periods, the longest period was 2-l/2 hours or 150 minutes. 
By dividing the 400 frames by this time in minutes, the resulting quotient 
would give the required number of frames per minute that could be employed 
in a memomotin film to avoid reloading the camera during the filming of 
a working period. Since this quotient was 26-2/3 frames per minute, a 
memomotin camera capable of taking pictures at the rate of 25 frames per 
minute would sufice. 
For technical reasons the two break periods had to be lengthened by 
nine and seven minutes respectively. Therefore, the four identifed work 
periods wer  as folows : 1st period - 7:00 2nd period - 9:49 3rd period - 12:15 4th period - 2.17 
9:30 A .M, i total time - 150 minutes 11:30 A.M. 3 total time - 101 minutes 2:00 PjyL: total time - 105 minutes 
3s43 P.M.: total time - 86 minutes 
Grand Total - 442 minutes 
Plan 
Figure 2 . Camera Layout: E l e v a t i o n and Plan 
The first period was filmed in its entirety, and at 9*30 A.M., 
when the whistle blew, a lens cap was placed over the lens to run the 
leader. After the leader was made, the camera was reloaded and the 
second period was filmed until the lunch period when the same procedure 
for filming the leader was followed. 
The two afternoon working periods were filmed in a similar fashion. 
Figure 3 Is a reproduction of a section of this film. 
Figure 3 . Sample of Memomotion Fi lm 
CHAFTER III TE  ANALYSI  The Systematic Interval Study Analysi  The systematic interval study was analyzed and developed, acord­ing to the procedure as outlined In Chapters I and II, into the number of ocurences of each work elment and non-work elment as listed in Chapter II. These ocurences per each elment are listed In Table 1 through Table 8 for each operator and are summed In Table 9 for al operators. These summations are coded as Cg. The Film Analysi  The film analysi  was made with a Bel and Howell Time and Motin Study projector, Model XD, Design No, 57, equiped with a frame counter and heat filter. From the large IBM clock whic  was placed in the pic­ture and with the use of a 50x magnifier lens, the beginnig and end of the four working periods wer  Identifed and recorded in terms of frame numbers, These four periods are (in frame numbers). 1st period - Frame 001-03752I total - 3752 frames 2nd period - Frae 03792-0632.13 total - 2530 fraes 3rd period - Frame 061.6-09248? total - 2.632 frames 4th period - Frae 09287-1.48 s total - 21.6.1 frames Grand Total -.1075 frames From Chapter II, the total work time was detrmined to be 42 minutes. Since the film was taken at a sped of 25 frames per minute, each frame Is then equivalent to 1/25 minute or 0„4 minutes. Using the grand total of 1.075 frames, the equivalent time value becomes 
Table 1. Summary of Results, Worker A METHODS 
ELMENTS f ci F C2 f T M4 
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Table 2. Summary of Results, Worker B 
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Table 3« Summary of Results, Worker C METHODS ELMENTS f Gl f C2 
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f f \ f % f *5 
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f $ f !:' M4 f s 
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Table 5* Summary of Results, Worker E METHODS 





cu D LJ OP P R SU T 
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0.4 x 11075* or 443.00 minutes, an experimental eror of less than 0,23 per cent. First Systematic Sample-M̂.—Staring with Frame No. 50, every 50th frame was examined for the activites being perfomed by the eight operators in the study. These wer  recorded using the mnemonic symbols as listed in Chapter II. When this systematic sample was completd, the results wer  summed In terms of the number of frames per ocurence per activity per man. These samples wer  coded as MT_ and are listed in Table 1 through Table 8 for each operator. They are also summed in Table 9 for al oper­ators under this code symbol. Second Systematic Sample—M2*—Starting with Frame No. 25, every 50th frame was examined for the activites being perfomed by the eight oper­ators in the study. These wer  recorded using the mnemonic symbols as listed in Chapter II. When this systematic sample was completd, the results wer  summed in terms of the number of frames per ocurence per activity per man. These samples wer  coded as M̂ and are listed in Table 1 through Table 8 for each operator. They are also summed In Table 9 for al operators under this code symbol. First Random Sample—M4.—From the bok A Milion Random Digits (39) two random numbers composed of three digits each wer  drawn. These numbers wer  H3 and 109. Using these numbers as page numbers, pages 113 and 109 wer  selcted for the drawing of 500 random frame numbers. Page 113 was used for the first random film sample and page 109 for the second sample. Since the last frame number was 148 and the random digits in this bok; wer  arnged in columns with each column contain­ing five digits across, each five-digit number was selcted to be 
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a frame number. When a five-digit number had a numerical value greater 
than 148, that number was reduced by multiples of 11448 to reduce that 
number to a value that was 148 or less. For example, the first five-
digit number was 3$68l, This number when reduced three times by 148 
becomes 0437- This number is then used to represent Frame No* 437* 
This procedure was repeated until 50 random frame numbers wer  
obtained. The additonal 50 frame numbers wer  selected to replace 
those frame numbers which would fall within the break periods and the 
lunch period. 
The first 50  numbers selected wer  then arayed in numerical 
sequence. The-extra 50 numbers wer  not arayed, but wer  left in the 
order of their selection. Those frame numbers that fell within the 
break periods and the lunch period wer  discarded and enough numbers 
wer  drawn from the extra 50 numbers, in the order of their appearance, 
until there wer  50  random frame numbers, of which none occured during 
any break or lunch period, The film was then sampled in the same fashion 
as the other studies. The results wer  likewise tabulated and are listed 
in the same tables under the code of 
Second Random Sample—MP; .-The same procedure was used as with the first 
random sample, with the exception that page 109 was used instead of page 
113. The results are also tabulated in the same tables under the code 
symbol M̂b 
The 10$ Film Sample-Ĉ  .—After the above four samples, M̂, M̂, Mij. and 
IVkj, wer  taken and tabulated, the entire film was analyzed frame by frame 
to obtain the true percentage distributions of each work and non-work 
elment, The results are tabulated in the above tables and are coded as C> 
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The Sum of Samples M-j_ and —M̂„-Code is used for the sum of the samples taken in the first systematic sample (M̂) and in the second sys­tematic sample (M̂). The Sum of Samples and M̂-MgCode is used for the sum of the samples taken in the first random sample (M4) and in the second random sample (M̂) « The Statistical Analysi  The Varince Test,—When it is desired to compare the spreads or varia­biltes of two sets of figures, the F test (4o) is used (Snedecor*s varince ratio) . After the varinces of each method are calculated, the ratio of the larger varince to the smaller is detrmined. This is termed the varince ratio of F. Atached to the varince ratio are two sets of degres of freedom, n̂ for the larger varince, and ng for the smaller, (Set-up and sample calculations are shown in Apendix i), When al of the varince ratios are calculated, the F table can be enterd acording to the two sets of degres of fredom at any par­ticular percentage level of significance. For this problem, five varince ratios wer  computed: ^1/^2} C1/]VLl; Cj/̂J î/\> and c1Â-« The resultant values wer  1.66, 1*53, 1.4l, 1*74, and 1.64 respectively. Since each varince had eight samples, each varince ratio has seven degres of fredom for each set: nx =; 7, and n2 * 7, When the F tables with these two sets of degres of fredom wer  entered, the significance level of 5 per cent was 3.9* If the value of the varince ratio is greater than that given in the varince table for 
37 the coresponding degrees of freedom, then the result is more signifcant 
than the signifcance level for the table. 
Al the calculated variances wer  less than the value required 
for signifcance at the 5 per cent level*. Therefore, the hypothesi  that 
the variabilties of the two methods are equal must be acepted for each 
of the computed ratios„ 
When these variances wer  tested for homogeneity using Cochran*s 
Test (valid only when the sample variances have an equal number of de­
grees of freedom), the. hypothesi  of equal variances was acepted at the 
95 per cent level of probabilty (7 d*f.) {kl) * 
The methods could be unequal in variabilty because these results 
could be due to lack of sensitivity of this procedure, i.e., the change 
of variance as the function of the method employed might be masked by the 
basic variance (a of Ĉ), which is primarily atributable to the difer­
ences in men. 
Consequently, it sems appropriate to use a non-parametric tech­
nique. In the classical techniques, such as the analysis of variance, 
a normal distribution is asumed,. Since non-parametric techniques are 
concerned with comparisons between distributions and not between parm­
eters, the ned of specifying the type of distribution is obviated. 
The Hanking Technique .-The non-parametric technique chosen for these 
data, was the ranking technique, in which the experimental methods are 
ranked against the control or standard method, 
By converting the frequencies of occurences into percentages to 
faciltate comparisons, each work and non-work elment of Ĉ, M̂, M̂, 
M, , and ]VL* in the folowing combinations, was ranked against the standard, 
38 Ĉ, to detrmine whic  method most closely duplicated the standard. (Se  Apendix IOC for sample calculations.) 1. Ĉ versus Cg, M̂, and 2. versus Cg, and M̂. 3. CL versus Ĉ, M̂, and M̂_. 4. versus Ĉ , and • 5. Ĉ versus Ĉ. ML, and Mg, Under the hypothesi  that al three methods should not difer from one another, in that the results from each method should be essentially 
2 the same, the X test was used to detrmine whether any one method dif­fered signifcantly from the other. Each of the above five combinations was tested for significance at the 95 per cent level using two degres of fredom to enter the tables. In every case, strong significance was indicated and the hypothesi  for each of the five cases was rejected. When the frequencies of ocurences wer  set in tabular form (see Apendix III), the results indicated that the M̂, M£, M̂ seris aproached the standard, Ĉ, most frequently, that the M̂, M̂, Mg seris was the next most frequent, and Ĉ the least frequent. Visual Inspection of these results gave rise to the conjecture that the results apparently apeared In a 1.8.5 ratio, that Is, in each of the above combinations (using Combination No. 1 to Ilustrate this point), ocured eight times more frequently than Ĉ, and M̂ ocured five times more frequently than Cg» 
2 Using the X statistic to test the godnes of fit of the actual frequencies to this aparent ratio of ocurence, the hypothesi  that the 
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actual frequencies did appear in the ratio of 1.8.5 was acepted at the 
95 per cent probabilty level (2 d.f.) for all combinations. 
Since this was a 'Visual inspection" ratio, and since the ranking Was replicated five times, the results of the five replications wer  
summed, and the sum of that .method, which occured the least frequently 
was used to divide all the sums of these replications to detrmine a 
ratio with unity as the base. This ratio was 1.6.577.4*196. This ratio 
means that the M̂, M̂, series was closer to the standard 6.577 times 
as often as Ĉ, and that the M̂, M * Mg series was closer 4.196 times as 
often as G m As a test of the validity of this ratio, the same procedure as 
2 
outlined above was folwed using the x statistic for goodnes  of fit 
on all five combinations. 
The hypothesi  that the results of the ranking technique do appear 
in the ratio of 1x6.577-4.196 was acepted at the 95 per cent probabilty 
level (2 d.f,) for all combinations. 
The Chi Square Test (Contigency Tables).—Although It was now detrmined 
which method most closely approaches the standard, a quantiative result 
has not yet ben obtained. To obtain a quantiative result, one type of 
enumeration statistics which uses two-way classifcation tables (fre­
quently caled contigency tables), can be used. For this analysis, a 
2 x n contigency table where, n is the number of methods considered was 
used. Since there wer  five methods under consideration as compared to 
the standard method, a 2 x 6 contigency table resulted. The x test for 
this 2x6 contigency table Is similar to the F test with contiuous 
dataj it tests the nul hypothesi  that there are no diferences in the 
ko 
true proportins of the non-work; elments under the diferent methods, 
2 A more expeditious method of calculating x was developed by Brandt and Snedeor (42). This method defines the statistic X2 as fol­lows { 
2 £ â  - p Z(a±) 
p q wher  â the number of non-work elments under the Î*1 method, p a the average of the total number of non-work elments, and q = (l - p) » For these dat  (see Apendix XV), the calculated X equals 23,6  (3 d.f.). This is signifcant at the 95 per cent probability level. The next step was then to compare the individual methods. This was done by breaking down the contigency table Into smaller tables. 
2 
Since this distribution is discontiuous, wheras x is a contiuous 
variable, and since contigency tables containig but one degre  of free-
2 dom wer  used, the approximation of the X distribution can be markedly improved by reducing the absolute value of each diference by 0.5 before it is squared* This procedure is termed the "Corection for Contiuity" m. 2 For 2x2 tables, this corecion can be includedand the x sta­stic redc  to t fllowing for ulai 2 (ad - be| - 1/2N)2 KX * (a + b)(a + c)(b +c)(  + d) ^ thse dt, th sult ar  listed in Tabl 10. (St-up and aple clulations re inApendix V.) Al aeptans rejci s
kl 
wer  made with one degre  of fredom at the 95 per cent level of proba­bilty. An inspection of these results reveals the follwing relation­ships ; 1* The systematic samples from the film compared favorably with the 10  per cent fil  sample. 2. The random samples from the film di  not compare favorably with the 10  per cent film saple, 3. The concurent systematic interval sample di  not compare favorable with either the 10  per cent film sample, the systematic film samples, or the random fil  saples. k. These results coroborated those obtained from the ranking technique. 
42 
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THE 2x6 CONTIGENCY TABLE X2 = 23.6  x ̂  = 1.07 (5 d,f.) HYPOTHESI  REJCTED THE 2x2 CONTIGENCY TABLES 
2 2 RESULTS OF COMPARISON CALCULATED X TABULAR % d.f. HYPOTHESI  
C-|_ VS . Ml 2.76 3.84 1 ACEPTED Cj_ VS « M2 0*36 3.84 1 ACEPTED 0^ VS, % 8.03 3.84 1 REJCTED Cj_ VS. M5 3.55 3.84 1 ACEPTED CG VS. CL 10.20 3.84 1 REJCTED C2 VS. 
% 4 * 4 4 
3.84 1 REJCTED C2 vs. M2 7.68 3.84 L REJCTED C2 VS. 1.3 3.84 1 ACEPTED C2 VS. "5 6.51 3.84 L REJCTED M-L VS. M2 0.26 3.84 L ACEPTED MN vs. 
% 
2.33 3.84 1 ACEPTED V S . 0*01 3.84 1 ACEPTED MO vs. 
4 * 8 4 
3.84 1 REJCTED VS . «5 0.75 3.84 1 ACEPTED M]̂ vs. M5 3*54 3.84 I ACEPTED 
TABLE 10. X RESULTS FROM THE 2x6 CONTIGENCY TABLE AND THE 2x2 CONTIGENCY TABLES 
h3 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS The purpose of this thesi  Is to detrmine whether the non-work activites developed from a memomotion film wil yield results comparble to those developed from a concurent systematic interval study, from a systematic sampling of the film, and from a random sampling of the film* As a result of the statistical analysi  of the dat  of the study, the follwing conclusions may be listed. 1. The variabilties of percentages betwen the operators wer  not signifcant. 2. The sampling methods varied signifcantly* 3. The systematic sampling of the film duplicated the true per­centage distribution of the standard more closely than di  the other two methods. 4. The systematic sampling of the film every two minutes adequately defined the non-work ocurences, 5. The random sampling of the film di  not compare as wel with the true percentage distribution of the standard as di  the systematic sampling method. (Se  pargraph 1 below.) 6. The manual systematic Interval study was the least acurate of al the methods under consideration. 
2 7. The quantitative results from the % test of the contigency tables coroborated the results derived from the ranking technique. To these conclusions, the follwing can be aded: 
1. It was extremely dificult to ascertain the activites of some of the workers in a single frame. A short sequence of frames is much easier to analyze since comparison betwen adjacent frames wil detrmine the actual activity with greater acuracy. This method was used occasionally and may result in some bias due to the use of several frames instead of one. But, since this method was used in al four samples, it can be considerd a constant. 2. When an operator moves outside the range of the camera, the reason for his absence was not readily ascertainable, unles  he was sen re-entering the picture carying parts and/or tools. Since the location of the tool cribs and part bins wer  known, as wel as the loca­tion of the water fountain and the rest roms, that activity whic  caused the operator to leave the picture could be asumed by the direction of his departure and re-entry. Personal trips to the water fountain could be sen since the fountain was visible in the extrme uper left hand corner of the film. 3. The use of a wide angle lens could provide additional informa­tion by providing coverage over a wider area. k. The mountig of the camera some lk feet in the air was a decided advantage. Even though there wer  many individuals who gatherd around from time to time during the course of the study to se  what was going on, they di  not apear in the film at any time. This height also provided a clear view of those working in the background. 5. The camera required very little atention during the course of the study. With the use of a 200-foot capacity magazine loading camera instead of the 100-foot capacity reel loading camera that was used, just 
45 three visits (instead of five) per day would "be required for camera aten­tion when it is operating at a rate of 25 frames per minute? a set-up period in the mornig, a reloading period at lunch, and a removal period at the end of the day, 6, Since the results of this experiment indicate that a system­atic sampling of the memomotion film yields the best results, a memomotion film taken at this rate (one frame per two minutes) could yield the same results, 7* With regard to Conclusion J¥o. 6, the film cost would be re­duced to one-fiteth of that for memomotion film taken at 25 frames per minute. With the use of a suitable timing device, a 200-foot rol of film would last for more than 52 eight-our working periods, 8, Although the initial cost of this equipment (the memomotion camera and related acesories) is relatively high, Conclusion No, 7 would materially assit In justifying the cost. When a single engineer is used for 32 eight-our working periods at the rate of $4„0  per hour, the $100 that it cost  for this engineer for this period would just about cover the cost of this equipment. The use of this equipment In other work would also assit in the justifcation» 9. Another Interesting conclusion was drawn, from the sampling of the entire films at no time could the writer discern an operator being conscious of the camera. 10. From a practial viewpoint, the developed percentages of the non-work activites from each of the various methods under consideration wer  al within plus or minus 10 per cent of the percentage that was developed from the 10  per cent sample of the film for the non-work 
k6 
activites, with the single exception of the systematic interval study that was perfomed concurently with the film: It was within 15 per cent. 
H-7 
CHAPTER V RECOMMEffiDATIOIS It sems aparent that the results of this study demonstrae the feasibilty of detrminig non-work activites with a systematic sample of a memomotion film for certain types of studies within the limitations imposed by this experiment.; These limitations are as folws, the work under consideration Is not cyclial, the observation is limited to the range of the camera, and those limitations that are inherent in any kind of mechanical and/or electrical equipment. Since the time interval was arbitrarily selcted as two minutes and was also detrmined by the length of the interval of the manual sys­tematic interval study, it is recommended that further research be under­taken to ascertain the optimum interval of the systematic sample of the film to adequately define the non-work activites, that an economic balnce be sought betwen the interval rate and cost of film versus the cost of the engineer performing a comparble Interval study, and that this study can be expanded and repeated so that the results can be tested more rigor­ously than was possible within the universe of this experiment. It is further recommended that, since it was easier to detrmine the activites of an operator by viewing a sequence of frames, an exper­iment be set up to detrmine the number of frames that would be required to adequately define the activites being examined, that the exposure rate of these frames be detrmined. To successfully detrmine the results 
48 of such an experiment, a motin picture camera will have to he modified 
to take multiple frames at regular intervals. These multiple frames 
wil be controled by one timer and the shuter of the camera wil be 
controled by another timer, This is in contrast to a memomotin camera 





SAMPLE CALCULATIONS - F TEST 
1. VARIANCE EQUATION 
riL 2 
2 Î I 
S at 
N - 1 




COMPUTED VARIANCE VALUES OF EACH METHOD 
C = 151.19 M2 = 107.01 
(J A 91.29 M̂  « 86.74 
M̂  *= 98.72 M̂  = 92.37 
2. VARIANCE RATIO (F TEST) 
F « (S 2/S 2 
- 151.19/91.29 
= 1.66 F 95 = 5* 8 ^7 D * F 7 D*F*) 
COMPUTED VARIANCE RATIO VALUES 
CJ_/C2 = 1.66 C ^ = 1.74 
C1/KL = 1.53 CX/M5 * 1.64 
C ^ = 1.41 
5 1 
A P P E N D I X I I 
SAMPLE CALCULATIONS - RANKING T E C H N I Q U E 
1 . RANKING 
A . FROM T A B L E 1 , WORKER A , SUMMARY OF R E S U L T S , T H E P E R CENT OF 
OCCURRENCE OF E L E M E N T A, FOR EACH METHOD, I S AS F O L L O W S ; 
1 3 3 . 7 1 $ 
C 2 - 3 2 . 
M 2 * 3 2 . 
« 3 3 . 2 0 $ 
« 3 3 . 9 4 $ = 3 1 . 2 0 $ 
B . U S I N G T H E F I R S T COMPARISON, V S . C^, M^, AND M^, T H E A B S O ­
L U T E D I F F E R E N C E S B E T W E E N T H E STANDARD, C^, AND T H E E X P E R I M E N T A L METHODS 
FOR E L E M E N T A ARE D E T E R M I N E D : 
1 . 
L ° I - ° 2 I 
= 1 3 3 . 7 1 - 3 2 . 5 8 | = 1 . 1 3 
2 . K - % L « 1 3 3 * 7 1 - 3 3 . 9 4 | - 0 , 2 3 
3 . - \ L « H O . 7 1 - 3 3 - 2 0 | m 0 . 5 1 
C . T H E L E A S T D I F F E R E N C E I S T A B U L A T E D I N A 
WHICH I S REPRODUCED BELOW, U S I N G T H E CODED SYMBOL OF T H A T METHOD: 
\ V E R S U S C ?. 




( ) * T H E S E ARE T H E 1 R E S U L T S OF L A T E R COMPUTATIONS. P A R E N ­
T H E S E S HAVE B E E N U S E D S O L E L Y TO I N D I C A T E T H E P O S I T I O N I N G OF 
MQ_ I N T H E T A B L E , T H E R E S U L T OF T H E SAMPLE CALCULATIONS ABOVE. 
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APENDIX II (Contiued) 2. Summary of Result  from Rankig a. From the results tabulated in the preceding table, a summation of each elment was made, in terms of methods, to ascertain the frequency of ocurence of each method. The follwing table lists the results of the five comparisons under consideration: 
c„ Since two or more methods could have the same diferences, both or al three wer  tabulated as C /M , M /M , or C /M /M_. When the 
c/ y x/ Y x y 2 results wer  summed, the double or triple entry was given one-half or one-third weight, as the case may be. 
8.5 M_ « 63*5 1C « 66.5 M2 = 62.5 
m 61.5 Mx a 65.O 
M, = 42.0 C2 n 7.5 
c2 * 10,  c2 - 15.  c2 -7.0 
NL = 40.  
5 
« 41.5 




APENDIX III Result  of the Rankig Technique Totals T.F .* 1, G2 8.5 63.5 M4 42,0 14 38 2, C2 T-5 66.5 M5 40*  14 38 3. C2 10.  M2 62,5 M4 41.5 14 38 4. C2 15 .5 M0 6l„5 M5 36.0 13 37-2/3 5* C2 7.0 3 65.0 M6 44.0 17 38-2/3 Totals 48,5 319.0 203.5 T.F.* Theoretical Frequency of Ocurence Sample Calculations Using Result  of Combination No. 1 Above) 2 m (58 - 8.g)2 (65.  - 38)2 (42 - 58) X « 38 + 58 + 38 
- 40.43 (2 d.f.) 
X 2 - 5.99 (2 d.f.) 
.95 
APENDIX IV 
°1 °2 M 1 \ \ M5 Totals Work 63705 121 1270 1283 282  2872 73173 Non-Work 15309 357 308 293 764 694 1725 Totals 79014 1578 1578 1576 3586 356  90898 io Non-Work 0.1938 
r " 
0.262 0.1952 0.1859 0.2131 0.1946 0.1950 (p) 2 ZaiPi - P 2 (a±) p q 5460 087 - (0.1950)(17725) (0.1950)(1-0.1950) 
23.6  (5 d.f.) X _ = 1.07 (5 d.f.) .95 
The 2x6 Contigency Table and Sample Calculation 
5 
APENDIX V 
I II Totals 1 a b a+b 2 c d c+d Totals a+c b+d a+b+c+d,-̂ N 
°1 M 2 Totals Work 65795 123  64968 Non-Work 15309 293 15602 Totals 79014 1576 80590 2 ̂  (|ad - be I - l/2 N) N 'a+b) (a+c) (c+d) (c+d) (165705x295 - 1283x15309,1 - 1/2x80590) 80590 (6498)(T9014)(1576)(15602 
.56 X 2 - 3.84 (1 a.f0 .95 
The 2x2 ContigencyTable and Sample Calculation for the Corection of Contiuity 
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